We study the inhomogeneous 8-vertex model (or equivalently the XYZ Heisenberg spin-1/2 chain) with all kinds of integrable quasi-periodic boundary conditions: periodic, σ xtwisted, σ y -twisted or σ z -twisted. We show that in all these cases but the periodic one with an even number of sites N, the transfer matrix of the model is related, by the vertex-IRF transformation, to the transfer matrix of the dynamical 6-vertex model with antiperiodic boundary conditions, which we have recently solved by means of Sklyanin's Separation of Variables (SOV) approach. We show moreover that, in all the twisted cases, the vertex-IRF transformation is bijective. This allows us to completely characterize, from our previous results on the antiperiodic dynamical 6-vertex model, the twisted 8-vertex transfer matrix spectrum (proving that it is simple) and eigenstates. We also consider the periodic case for N odd. In this case we can define two independent vertex-IRF transformations, both not bijective, and by using them we show that the 8-vertex transfer matrix spectrum is doubly degenerate, and that it can, as well as the corresponding eigenstates, also be completely characterized in terms of the spectrum and eigenstates of the dynamical 6-vertex antiperiodic transfer matrix. In all these cases we can adapt to the 8-vertex case the reformulations of the dynamical 6-vertex transfer matrix spectrum and eigenstates that had been obtained by T -Q functional equations, where the Q-functions are elliptic polynomials with twist-dependent quasi-periods. Such reformulations enables one to characterize the 8-vertex transfer matrix spectrum by the solutions of some Bethe-type equations, and to rewrite the corresponding eigenstates as the multiple action of some operators on a pseudo-vacuum state, in a similar way as in the algebraic Bethe ansatz framework.
Introduction
The 8-vertex model is a two-dimensional model of statistical physics which generalizes the exactly solvable 6-vertex model, with two additional allowed configurations around a vertex [66, 26, 2, 9] . It is related to the completely anisotropic XYZ Heisenberg spin chain [3] , a natural generalization of the XXZ spin chain. It is still exactly solvable in the sense that its associated R-matrix (i.e. the matrix of its local Boltzmann weights) satisfies the Yang-Baxter equation, and that the transfer matrices of the model form a one-parameter commuting family of operators. However, the charge through a vertex being not conserved, standard techniques such as Bethe ansatz cannot directly be applied. In a nowadays famous paper [5] , Baxter managed to characterize the eigenvalues of the (periodic) transfer matrix by introducing a new object, the so-called Q-operator, whose eigenvalues satisfy, together with the transfer matrix eigenvalues, a functional relation (the functional T -Q relation). This new method nevertheless did not enabled him to obtain the eigenvectors. The latter were constructed one year later [6] by explicitly mapping the 8-vertex model onto a model of IRF (interaction-round-faces) type, the so-called "8-vertex" solid-on-solid (SOS) model (sometimes also called dynamical 6-vertex model or ABF model), which is solvable by Bethe ansatz. The relation between these two models is provided by the vertex-IRF transformation, which corresponds to a generalized gauge transformation between the R-matrices, and which can be extended to the corresponding monodromy matrices and hence to the (periodic) transfer matrices and their eigenvectors.
Baxter's famous solution to the 8-vertex model has been at the origin of a long series of works [4, 38, 7, 8, 67, 42, 43, 46, 45, 10, 22, 11, 15, 23, 21, 24, 13] . Let us mention for instance the reformulation of this solution in the framework of the Quantum Inverse Scattering Method (QISM) and of algebraic Bethe ansatz (ABA) [67, 29] , some further study on the properties of the Q-operator or of the functional T -Q equation [21, 24, 13, 25] and of the Bethe roots [42, 43, 10, 13] , the investigation of the algebraic structures (quantum groups) underlying the integrability of the model and its relation to the SOS model [62, 31, 32, 36, 16] , and some attempts to study the correlation functions [38, 37, 46, 45, 61, 15] .
It is however important to underline that Baxter's solution of the (finite-size) 8-vertex/XYZ model [6] only applies to the diagonalization of transfer matrices constructed on a lattice with an even number of sites N. This strong restriction comes from the fact that the vertex-IRF transformation has been used to relate the 8-vertex model with periodic boundary conditions to the SOS model with the same type of (i.e. periodic) boundary conditions. It actually happens that the space of states of the exactly solvable SOS model with periodic boundary conditions is zero-dimensional when N is odd, at least for general values of the crossing parameter of the model (in the root of unity case a few eigenstates can be constructed in that way, but they are nevertheless not sufficient to account for the whole 8-vertex space of states). Therefore, in spite of more than 40 years of works on the subject, a complete description of the 8-vertex/XYZ transfer matrix spectrum and eigenstates for N odd is still missing 3 .
The present paper aims at filling this gap. As first shown in [53] , it happens that the transfer matrix of the periodic 8-vertex/XYZ model with N odd can be related, by means of a vertex-IRF transformation, to the transfer matrix of the SOS model with antiperiodic boundary conditions. A remarkable feature of this SOS antiperiodic model is that the dimension of the space of states is exactly 2 N , i.e. is equal to the dimension of the space of states of the 8-vertex model, which is far from being the case when periodic boundary conditions are applied (even when N is even). This antiperiodic SOS model can be solved by means of Sklyanin's quantum version of the Separation of Variables (SOV) approach [63, 64, 65] , as recently shown in [28, 53, 47] . In fact, such a relation between the 8-vertex/XYZ transfer matrix and some appropriate version of the antiperiodic SOS transfer matrix also holds when the XYZ spin chain is subjected, for even or odd lattice size N, to an integrable boundary twist by some Pauli matrix σ α (α = x, y or z). We hence also consider here these twisted cases. By studying the properties of the vertex-IRF transformation when acting on the corresponding space of states, we show that, in the periodic case for N odd, as well as in the twisted cases with N even or odd, we are able to completely determine the 8-vertex transfer matrix spectrum and eigenstates by using the SOV characterization obtained in the antiperiodic SOS case [53, 47] . We hence obtain, as usual in the SOV framework, a complete description of the spectrum and eigenstates in terms of solutions of a set of discrete versions of Baxter's T -Q equations at the inhomogeneity parameters of the model. The results of [47] enable us moreover to rewrite this characterization in terms of particular classes of solutions of some functional versions of Baxter's T -Q equation in which the Q-functions are elliptic polynomials with quasi-periods depending on the boundary twist, i.e. in terms of the solutions of Bethe-type equations for the roots of these Q-functions. In this framework the eigenstates can be obtained, quite similarly as in ABA, from the multiple action of some operator on a given pseudo-vacuum state, a picture that is more convenient than the initial SOV one for the consideration of the homogeneous and thermodynamic limits of the model.
The article is organized as follows. In Section 2 we recall the definition of the 8-vertex model in the QISM framework and its relation to the SOS (or dynamical 6-vertex) model by means of the vertex-IRF transformation. In Section 3 we show that the action on the space of states of the twisted 8-vertex transfer matrix is related to the action of the antiperiodic SOS transfer matrix, and that the vertex-IRF transformation which provides this relation is invertible in the case of a non-trivial twist. This enables us in Section 4 to completely determine the spectrum and eigenstates of the transfer matrix of the inhomogeneous 8-vertex/XYZ model in all the twisted cases, by using the SOV diagonalization of the antiperiodic SOS transfer matrix of [47] . We also discuss in this section the rewriting of this characterization in terms of the solutions of Baxter's (homogeneous) functional T -Q equation using the ansatz proposed in [47] : this ansatz, which is proven to be complete at least in the case of N even, enables us to obtain the transfer matrix eigenvalues in terms of the solutions of some Bethe-type equations, and the eigenstates as multiple action of some operator on a particular pseudo-vacuum state. Then, in Section 5, we consider the periodic case with N odd. In that case, the vertex-IRF transformation relating the action on the space of states of the periodic 8-vertex transfer matrix to the corresponding action of the antiperiodic SOS transfer matrix is no longer bijective, and therefore we use two versions of this vertex-IRF transformation to completely determine the periodic 8-vertex transfer matrix spectrum and eigenstates from the antiperiodic SOS ones. In that case an ansatz for the solutions of Baxter's (homogeneous) T -Q functional equation can still be proposed [47] so as to rewrite the discrete SOV characterization of the eigenvalues and eigenstates in terms of solutions of Bethe-type equations, but the completeness of this ansatz remains to be proven. Two appendices complete this paper. In Appendix A, we briefly recall the results of [47] concerning the SOV solution of the antiperiodic dynamical 6-vertex model. In Appendix B we present an alternative reformulation of the 8-vertex transfer matrix spectrum and eigenstates in terms of the elliptic polynomial solutions of some inhomogeneous version of Baxter's T -Q equation, which also enables us to characterize the eigenstates in terms of solutions of some Bethe-type equations (although with some inhomogeneous term), and to obtain the eigenstates in some ABA-type form. On the basis of the results of [47] , such a reformulation is complete for all the 8-vertex transfer matrices studied in this paper.
The 8-vertex model and its relation to the dynamical 6-vertex model
In this section, we recall the definition of the 8-vertex model in the framework of the quantum inverse scattering method, as well as its relation to the dynamical 6-vertex model by means of Baxter's vertex-IRF transformation [6, 29] .
The 8-vertex model in the QISM framework
In the QISM framework, the 8-vertex model is associated to an elliptic R-matrix R (8V) (λ) ∈ End(C 2 ⊗ C 2 ) of the form
where a(λ), b(λ), c(λ), d(λ), which parametrize the local Boltzmann weights of the model, are the following functions of the spectral parameter λ:
Here η ∈ C is a generic complex parameter which corresponds to the crossing parameter of the model. The functions θ j (λ|kω), j = 1, 2, 3, 4, k = 1, 2, denote the usual theta functions [34] with quasi-periods π and kπω (ℑω > 0). In the following, we may simplify the notations for the theta functions with imaginary quasi-period πω and write θ j (λ) ≡ θ j (λ|ω). The R-matrix (2.1) satisfies the Yang-Baxter equation on 4) as well as the following unitary and crossing symmetry relations on C 2 ⊗ C 2 :
Moreover, by using the quasi-periodicity properties of the theta functions, it is simple to show that the 8-vertex R-matrix (2.1) also satisfies the identities
As usual, the indices label the spaces of the tensor product on which the corresponding operator acts. σ α , α ∈ {x, y, z}, stand for the Pauli matrices. We have also used the shorthand notation
⊗N is defined as the following ordered product of R-matrices:
Here V 0 ≃ C 2 denotes the auxiliary space, V n ≃ C 2 the local space at site n, and ξ n ∈ C is the n th inhomogeneity parameter. In this paper we shall suppose that the inhomogeneity parameters are generic, or at least that they satisfy the following conditions
10)
The monodromy matrix (2.9) can be represented as a 2 × 2 matrix on the auxiliary space V 0 , 12) and its operator entries
The purpose of this paper is to explain how to characterize the spectrum and construct the complete set of eigenstates of the transfer matrix of the model with particular quasi-periodic boundary conditions. From (2.13) and from the fact that, for α ∈ {z, x, y}, the R-matrix (2.1) satisfies the discrete symmetry property [R(λ), σ α ⊗ σ α ] = 0, it is easy to see that the transfer matrices
where 15) define, for each choice of (x, y) ∈ {0, 1} 2 , a one-parameter family of commuting operators:
The different cases, 20) correspond here to different types of quasi-periodic boundary conditions for the model, that we call respectively periodic, σ z -twisted, antiperiodic (or σ x -twisted), and twisted antiperiodic (proportional to σ y -twisted) boundary conditions. The logarithmic derivative of the transfer matrix gives, in the homogeneous limit, the Hamiltonian of the XYZ spin-1/2 Heisenberg chain,
with the corresponding quasi-periodic boundary conditions:
Before closing this subsection, we finally recall two important properties issued from the study of the 8-vertex Yang-Baxter algebra:
• the inversion relation for the monodromy matrix (2.9): 25) where det q M (8V) (λ) is the so-called quantum determinant, which is a central element of the 8-vertex Yang-Baxter algebra:
• the solution of the quantum inverse problem [41, 51, 39] which enables one to express any elementary local operator X n ∈ End(V n ) at site n in terms of the entries of the monodromy matrix (2.9) or of its inverse as
Elementary properties of the 8-vertex transfer matrices
The QISM algebraic framework presented in the last subsection enables one to obtain without further study some properties of the quasi-periodic transfer matrices (2.14) that we gather in the next proposition.
Proposition 2.1. The quasi-periodic 8-vertex transfer matrices (2.14) satisfy the quasi-periodicity properties
They moreover satisfy the following identities when evaluated at the inhomogeneity parameters:
Proof. The quasi-periodicity properties (2.7)-(2.8) of the 8-vertex R-matrix lead to the following identities for the (x, y)-twisted monodromy matrix (2.15): 37) as well as the exchange identities
By using the annihilation identities (2.36)-(2.37) we get
for (x, y) = (0, 0) , (1, 0), and
for (x, y) = (0, 1) , (1, 1). These relations lead to the so-called inversion formula (2.32) for the transfer matrix once we use the exchange relations (2.38)-(2.39). Finally, the identities (2.33) are also a trivial consequence of the reconstruction formula for the local operators K (x,y) n once we recall that the product of periodic transfer matrices evaluated at the inhomogeneity parameters along the chain is just the product of all a(ξ n ).
As noticed in [53] for the periodic case, one can use the above properties to get a preliminary description of the transfer matrix spectrum. Indeed, the relations (2.30)-(2.31) imply that all eigenvalues t(λ) of T (8V) (x,y) (λ) should satisfy the quasi-periodicity properties
N+y t(λ), (2.42) 43) as well as the following identities when evaluated at the inhomogeneity parameters:
Let us mention here that, after the paper [53] , an ansatz based on a systematic use of this kind of identities was proposed to describe the spectrum of several integrable model, by some modified Baxter's type functional equation (see [17] for the periodic 8-vertex model). However, it is important to stress that the above properties are only necessary conditions that have to be satisfied by the transfer matrix eigenvalues, but that, without further information about the nature of the spectrum, they are a priori not sufficient to ensure its complete characterization: we do not know at this stage whether all the solutions to (2.42)-(2.45) are indeed transfer matrix eigenvalues. Hence, to proceed further, we shall use Baxter's vertex-IRF transformation [6] to relate the 8-vertex model to the SOS (or dynamical 6-vertex) one. In this context we shall be able to explicitly construct, in the twisted case or in the periodic case with N odd, the transfer matrix eigenstates by SOV. This essential step will notably allow us to select the true eigenvalues among the solutions to (2.42)-(2.45) as those for which we can construct nonzero eigenstates.
Vertex-IRF transformation from 8-vertex to dynamical 6-vertex model
Although the form of the 8-vertex R-matrix (2.1) does not a priori allow for the direct resolution of the model by Bethe ansatz, Baxter nevertheless managed to construct the eigenstates of the periodic 8-vertex transfer matrix with an even number of sites by relating them to the eigenstates of the transfer matrix of another model of statistical physics of solid-on-solid (SOS) type [6] . This SOS model, also sometimes called ABF [1] or dynamical 6-vertex model, describes interactions of a height variable around the faces of a two-dimensional square lattice. It is directly solvable by Bethe ansatz and its variants has been widely studied (see for instance [19, 44, 58, 59, 18, 29, 60, 57, 48, 49, 50] ). The relation between the two models is provided by a generalized gauge transformation connecting their respective R-matrices, called vertex-IRF transformation, and which can be written in the following form:
Here t is an additional parameter called dynamical parameter. In the language of the SOS model, it corresponds to the value of the height variable at a particular site of the model. The R-matrix R(λ|t) of the SOS (or dynamical 6-vertex) model depends on both the spectral and dynamical parameters and satisfies a modified version of the Yang-Baxter relation called dynamical Yang-Baxter equation [33, 27] :
In this paper we consider the following solution of (2.47):
with y ∈ {0, 1} and
The dynamical gauge transformation (2.46) between (2.1) and (2.48) is provided by the following 2 × 2 numerical matrix,
which also depends on both the spectral and dynamical parameters. The vertex-IRF transformation (2.46) can be extended to a relation between the corresponding monodromy matrices:
where S is the total z-component of the spin, 52) and where
In (2.51), M 0 (λ|t) denotes the (periodic) dynamical 6-vertex monodromy matrix, defined on
The latter satisfies, together with (2.48), a dynamical quadratic relation of the form
The algebraic Bethe ansatz for the dynamical 6-vertex model with periodic boundary conditions has been formulated in [29] from the representation theory of the elliptic quantum group studied in [30] . The study of the antiperiodic model in the framework of the quantum separation of variables approach has been performed in [28, 53, 47] . In particular, in [47] , slightly different variants of the antiperiodic model have been considered, depending on different global shifts of the dynamical parameter t. We shall use here the results of [47] to explicitly construct, by means of the vertex-IRF transformation, the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the 8-vertex transfer matrices (2.14) in the quasi-periodic cases with (x, y) = (0, 0) and N even or odd, and in the periodic case with (x, y) = (0, 0) and N odd.
3 Vertex-IRF transformation and quasi-periodic transfer matrices in left and right representation spaces
The search for a convenient gauge transformation of the 8-vertex monodromy matrix simplifying the analysis of the 8-vertex transfer matrix spectrum has naturally led to the introduction of the dynamical parameter t. The space of states of the gauge transformed model (the dynamical 6-vertex model) hence corresponds to a representation space of the dynamical Yang-Baxter algebra. In this section, we describe this dynamical-spin representation space and show that, in certain conditions, the vertex-IRF transformation defines an isomorphism between a particular subspace of this dynamical-spin space and the 2 N -dimensional pure spin space of states of the 8-vertex model. This enables us to completely characterize the action on this space of states of the quasi-periodic 8-vertex transfer matrices (2.14) for (x, y) = (0, 0) in terms of the action of the transfer matrix of the dynamical 6-vertex model with antiperiodic boundary conditions.
3.1 Dynamical-spin and pure spin representation spaces
As described in [53, 47] , it is convenient, so as to simplify the commutation relations issued from (2.55), to extend our spin operator algebra by introducing some dynamical operators τ and T ± τ which commute with the spin operators and which satisfy the commutation relations T
and to define a new monodromy matrix incorporating these dynamical operators as
The advantage of this formulation is that the operator entries of (3.2) satisfy simpler commutation relations than the operators entries of (2.54), given by the quadratic relation
It also satisfies the following inversion formula:
The operator entries of (3.2) are then though of as acting on some dynamical-spin space
where D is an infinite-dimensional representation space of the dynamical operator algebra (3.1) with left (covectors) and right (vectors) τ -eigenbasis respectively defined as
with the normalization t(a)|t(b) = δ a,b , ∀a, b ∈ Z. In this paper, as in [47] , we fix the value of the global shift t 0 to be, in terms of N, y, and of some additional parameter x ∈ {0, 1},
with the condition (x, y) = (0, 0) if N is even, and we denote the corresponding left and right representation spaces 4 as
. . , N}, is given by the states n, h n | (resp. |n, h n ), h n ∈ {0, 1}, such that
As in [47] , we may denote by a subscript R the representation spaces for the dynamical and spin operators (i.e. for instance D
and by a subscript L their restricted dual spaces that we shall call left representation spaces.
obtained by tensoring common eigenstates of the commuting operators τ and σ z n , 1 ≤ n ≤ N, with the following scalar product:
Let us define the operator
For each r ∈ Z, we denote withD (r,L/R) (6VD),N the 2 N -dimensional left and right linear eigenspaces of S τ corresponding to the eigenvalue 2rη + xπ + yπω, which are respectively generated by the vectors
where
We recall that
is invariant under the action of the operators A(λ|τ ), D(λ|τ ), B(λ), C(λ).
In particular,D (r=0) (6VD),N corresponds to the physical space of states of the SOS model with antiperiodic boundary conditions, as studied in [53, 47] . We recall here that the definition of this model depends on the values of the two parameters x, y ∈ {0, 1} appearing in the R-matrix (2.48) and in the global shift (3.7) of the dynamical parameter, hence we may sometimes call it the (x, y)-dynamical 6-vertex model.
We also define the following homomorphism P L/R from the representation space D
of the dynamical Yang-Baxter algebra to the pure spin space of states V L/R N of the XYZ model by its action on the basis vectors (3.9):
Moreover, for each r ∈ Z, the restriction
and its action on any vector
In particular, the dynamical-spin space of statesD (0,L/R) (6VD),N of the dynamical 6-vertex model with antiperiodic boundary conditions is isomorphic, by means of the above mapping, to the pure spin quantum space of states V L/R N of the XYZ model. This is a clear advantage with respect to the study of the periodic XYZ model by means of its relation to the periodic dynamical 6-vertex model, since the latter has a space of states which has not the same dimension as the space of states of the former. 
The vertex-IRF transformation as an isomorphism of vector spaces
We shall now prove that, for (x, y) = (0, 0), the vertex-IRF transformation (2.53) that relates the monodromy matrices of the 8-vertex and (x, y)-dynamical 6-vertex models is bijective. More precisely, 20) where the action of the operator S (r) ∈ End(V N ) is defined on the local spin basis vectors of V N as
where S q (t r,h ) stands for the operator (2.53) evaluated at the value (3.14).
When (x, y) = (0, 0), S (r) is an automorphism of V N .
Remark 3.2. Note that, even if not explicitly underlined, this operator S (r) depends on the values of x and y through the definition (2.50) of S(λ|t) and the value (3.14) of t r,h .
Proof. It is enough to consider the action on the generic elements (3.13) of the dynamical-spin basis ofD (r,R) (6VD),N to prove the formula (3.20) and the characterization (3.21). Let us now define, for j ∈ {1, . . . , N }, the operators S (r,j) ∈ End(V N ) by their action on the generic basis elements ⊗ N n=1 |n, h n :
and S (r,N+1) ≡ Id. By definition, we have that S (r) = S (r,1) , and we want to show by induction on j that, for (x, y) = 0 and for all j ∈ {1, . . . , N + 1}, S (r,j) is an isomorphism. It is clearly the case for S (r,N+1) = Id. Let us therefore assume that, for some j ∈ {1, . . . , N}, S (r,j+1) is an isomorphism. Note that, by definition, S (r,j+1) acts trivially on V 1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ V j , so that we can write
where, by hypothesis, the vectors
) | will denote the elements of its dual basis). Then the action of S (r,j) on the local spin basis vectors of V N is given as
where we have defined
Note that, for generic η (i.e. incommensurable to π and πω) and (x, y) = (0, 0),t
r,h ) = 0, (3.25) for generic η and (x, y) = (0, 0), then S (r,j) is also an isomorphism. Indeed, let us consider the equation, for some vector
It reduces to an equation in the j-th local quantum space when we consider the following matrix elements, for any (
| j, h j , which, from the condition (3.25), can be satisfied if and only if
, 1} N−1 completely arbitrary, the statement follows.
The relation between the quasi-periodic 8-vertex and the antiperiodic dynamical 6-vertex transfer matrices
Using the vertex-IRF transformation (3.20) , it is possible to relate the (x, y)-twisted 8-vertex transfer matrix (2.14) to the transfer matrix
of the antiperiodic dynamical 6-vertex model defined on the dynamical-spin space of states D
(6VD),N with the same choice of (x, y). More precisely, we have the following result.
Proposition 3.3. The (x, y)-twisted 8-vertex transfer matrix (2.14), combined with the vertex-IRF transformation, has the following action on the states | v ofD
which can be rewritten in terms of the action of the transfer matrix (3.28) of the antiperiodic (x, y)-dynamical 6-vertex model as
Since the vertex-IRF transformation is an isomorphism of vector spaces when (x, y) = (0, 0), the relation (3.30) can in that case be formulated directly at the operator level, as stated in the following corollary.
Corollary 3.1. When (x, y) = (0, 0), the (x, y)-twisted 8-vertex transfer matrix (2.14) can be expressed in terms of the antiperiodic (x, y)-dynamical 6-vertex transfer matrix (3.28) as
It may be convenient, here and in the following, to define, through the isomorphism P (0) , some analogs of the dynamical Yang-Baxter operators which act on the pure spin space V N , in particular
The relation (3.31) for (x, y) = (0, 0) can therefore simply be rewritten as 
where we have used successively (3.1) and (3.17). (3.36) can be proven similarly.
Proof of Proposition 3.3. Let us show (3.29), which is a generalization to the (x, y)-case of Lemma 3.3 of [53] . To prove (3.29), we rewrite, similarly as in [53] , the gauge transformation (2.51) under the following equivalent form:
where we have used the inversion formulas (2.25) and (3.4) for the 8-vertex and dynamical 6-vertex monodromy matrices. By means of the relation, for x, y ∈ {0, 1},
we can rewrite (3.38) as
Let us now show that S 0 (λ + η|τ + ηS) is an invertible matrix in the auxiliary space when acting on any state ofD (0,R) (6VD),N . All that we need to observe is that the following identity holds:
, and that the last matrix has a non-zero determinant θ(λ + η) θ(−t 0,h + xπ + yπω) for any h ∈ {0, 1} N provided that λ + η / ∈ πZ + πωZ. Multiplying both sides of (3.40) from the right by [S 0 (λ + η|τ + ηS)] −1 and taking the trace on the auxiliary space 0, we obtain
The claim (3.29) follows by passing S 0 (λ + η| − τ + xπ + yπω) to the right in the trace and by recalling thatD (0,R) (6VD),N is an eigenspace of ηS + 2τ associated with the eigenvalue xπ + yπω. (3.30) is then obtained by applying P R on both members of (3.29), and by using (3.20) , (3.35) and (3.36) .
Note that the relation between the action to the right of the 8-vertex and SOS transfer matrices of Proposition 3.3 can be easily extended to a relation between the action of more general matrix elements. Indeed, defining the coefficients s α,β i,j (λ|τ ) ands α,β i,j (λ|τ ), i, j, α, β ∈ {+, −} (which can easily be explicitly computed) by
so that 44) it is easy to show that the elements of the (x, y)-twisted inverse monodromy matrix combined with the vertex-IRF transformation have the following action on the states | v ofD
or equivalently
Note that these relations can be rewritten in terms of the matrix elements ofM(λ|τ ) and/or M (8V) (x,y) (λ) (instead of their inverse) by using (3.4) and/or (2.25).
Spectral problem for the quasi-periodic 8-vertex transfer matrices
From Proposition 3.3 or Corollary 3.1 and the fact that S (0) P (0) defines, for (x, y) = (0, 0), an isomorphism fromD (0) (6VD),N to V N , the spectral problem for the quasi-periodic 8-vertex transfer matrix (2.14) with (x, y) = (0, 0) is completely equivalent to the spectral problem for the transfer matrix (3.28) of the antiperiodic (x, y)-dynamical 6-vertex model. This property can be formulated as follows.
is a right (resp. left) eigenvector of the antiperiodic (x, y)-dynamical 6-vertex transfer matrix T (λ) (3.28) with eigenvaluet(λ), then
is a right (resp. left) eigenvector of the quasi-periodic 8-vertex transfer matrix T (8V) (x,y) (λ) (2.14) with eigenvalue
and conversely.
Complete spectrum and eigenstate construction of the 8-vertex quasiperiodic transfer matrices
The complete description of the spectrum and eigenstates of the transfer matrices (2.14) hence follows directly from Theorem 4.1 and from the complete description of the spectrum and eigenstates of the antiperiodic dynamical 6-vertex transfer matrix (3.28) which has been obtained in [47] by means of Sklyanin's quantum Separation of Variable approach [64, 65] (see Appendix A for a briery summary of the SOV study of [47] ). Notably, the 8-vertex transfer matrix eigenstates can be defined in a self-contained way from the image on V N of the SOV-basis ofD
of [47] by the isomorphism P (0) . Concretely let us define, for each N-tuple h ≡ (h 1 , . . . , h N ) ∈ {0, 1} N , the following states in V L N and V R N respectively:
where h | and | h stand for the states (A.2) and (A.3) respectively. Then, under the condition (2.11) on the inhomogeneity parameters, the states (4.4) define a basis of V L N and V R N respectively. Note that these states can equivalently be defined by multiple action of the operators (3.32)
on the following reference states
The action of the operators B (6VD) (λ) and C (6VD) (λ) on this basis can immediately be deduced from the action (A.7)-(A.10) of the operators B(λ) and C(λ) on the corresponding basis of
where Θ (h) is the matrix (A.5). Hence these states define a decomposition of the identity on V N : (x,y) (λ) (2.14) is simple and coincides with the set of functions of the form 
where a x,y (λ) = (−1) x+y+xy a(λ), and where the coefficients q
t,a are (up to an overall normalization) characterized by
It is interesting to remark that the 8-vertex eigenstates (4.10) and (4.11) have a complete separated form on the basis of V R N given by the states S (0) | h , h ∈ {0, 1} N , and on the basis of V L N given by the states h | S (0) −1 , h ∈ {0, 1} N , respectively. In other words, they belong to the class of states (that we shall call separate states) which can be written under the following form, 14) in terms of any function α or β on the discrete set Ξ ≡ {ξ j , ξ j − η} 1≤j≤N . It follows from (4.7) that the state h | S (0) −1 is proportional to the dual state of S (0) | h . Hence the scalar product of any separate states of the form (4.13)-(4.14) (and in particular of two eigenstates
t,a and β(ξ a − ηh a ) = q (ha) t ′ ,a ), can be expressed as a simple determinant, in a form which is quite general for the models solved by SOV (see for instance [54, 40] ):
in terms of the functions ϑ k (λ) (A.6) and the constantξ 0 (A.5). Note that, contrary to what happens in the periodic case with N even for which the existence of a compact determinant representation for the scalar products of the 8-vertex Bethe states is still an open problem, the effect of the vertex-IRF transformation is here completely trivial. In fact, the expression (4.15) just coincides with the scalar product of two arbitrary separate states in the antiperiodic dynamical 6-vertex model [47] .
Characterization of the spectrum and eigenstates through the solutions of a functional T -Q equation
Theorem 4.2 provides a complete description of the quasi-periodic 8-vertex transfer matrix spectrum and eigenstates, which is however not so convenient for the consideration of the thermodynamic and even the homogeneous limits of the model. To this aim it would be desirable to reformulate this characterization in terms of Bethe-type equations i.e., in terms of some particular classes of solutions of a functional T -Q equation of Baxter's type [9] , as it has already been done in the context of several other models solved by SOV [56, 52, 35, 55, 40] . In fact, this problem has already been considered in [47] in the case of the antiperiodic dynamical 6-vertex model. There we have discussed the existence of two different possible reformulations.
On the one hand, it has been proven that the SOV discrete characterization of the antiperiodic dynamical 6-vertex transfer matrix spectrum and eigenstates could be equivalently reformulated in terms of a particular class of solutions of some functional T -Q equation with an extra inhomogeneous term (see Appendix B of [47] ). This reformulation can of course be translated to the quasi-periodic 8-vertex case 5 , and provides an equivalent complete description of the transfer matrix spectrum and eigenstates, the former in terms of solutions of Bethe-type equations with an extra inhomogeneous term, and the latter in terms of the multiple action of some operator evaluated at the Bethe roots on a convenient pseudo-vacuum state (see Appendix B for more details). This reformulation which, except from the extra terms in the Bethe equations, presents many similarities with ABA (in particular from the way the eigenstates can be constructed), allows for an easier consideration of the homogeneous limit of the model. However, its efficiency for the consideration of the thermodynamic limit is still not so clear due to the difficulties arising from the presence of the inhomogeneous term in the Bethe equations.
On the other hand, we have also studied in [47] the possibility to characterize, in a probably more efficient way for the consideration of the thermodynamic limit, the antiperiodic dynamical 6-vertex spectrum and eigenstates in terms of solutions of the usual T -Q equation (i.e. without extra inhomogeneous term), hence leading to a reformulation in terms of solutions of usual Bethe-type equations. This problem is in principle slightly more delicate, since we have to identify the functional form of the solutions and to show the completeness of this description. An ansatz has been proposed in [47] concerning the functional form of the solutions, i.e. the form of the Bethe equations. The completeness of this ansatz has been proven in the case of a model with an even number of sites. We can therefore use this result to formulate directly the following theorem: Theorem 4.3. Let (x, y) = (0, 0) and let us suppose that the inhomogeneity parameters of the model satisfy (2.10)-(2.11). Then we have the following properties:
1. Let t(λ) be an entire function such that (a) there exists a function Q(λ) such that t(λ) and Q(λ) satisfy the functional equation
is such that, for each n ∈ {1, . . . , N}, there exists (α n , β n ) ∈ {0, 1} 2 such that Q(ξ n + α n π + β n πω), Q(ξ n + α n π + β n πω − η) = (0, 0), (c) t(λ) satisfies the quasi-periodicity properties (2.42)-(2.43).
Then t(λ) is an eigenvalue of the (x, y)-twisted 8-vertex transfer matrix (2.14). The corresponding one-dimensional eigenspace is generated by the following vectors, which are proportional to each others:
2. Let t(λ) be an eigenvalue of the (x, y)-twisted 8-vertex transfer matrix (2.14). Then, if N is even, there exists a unique function Q(λ) of the form
for some set of roots λ 1 , . . . , λ N ∈ C, such that t(λ) and Q(λ) satisfy the homogeneous functional equation (4.16) . This function Q(λ) is such that, for each n ∈ {1, . . . , N}, Q(ξ n − η), Q(ξ n − η + π), Q(ξ n − η + πω) = (0, 0, 0). In (4.18), the notation θ X (λ) stands for the function
if (x, y) = (1, 0),
Hence Theorem 4.3 provides, at least in the even N case, an alternative description of the spectrum and eigenstates of T (8V) (x,y) (λ) in terms of solutions of a system of Bethe equations. These Bethe equations are written as the entireness condition for a function t(λ) defined by the relation (4.16) in terms of a function Q(λ) of the form (4.18)-(4.19), i.e. as a system of equations for the roots λ j , j = 1, . . . , N, of the function Q(λ) (4.18)- (4.19) . Moreover, it is still possible to rewrite the corresponding eigenstates in a form more similar to what we have in the ABA framework, i.e. by multiple action, on a given pseudo-vacuum state, of a product of operators evaluated at the Bethe roots. Indeed, it has first been shown in [20] in the case of the non-compact quantum SL(2, R) spin chain that the SOV representation of the transfer matrix eigenstates associated with a polynomial Q-function admits a rewriting in the ABA form. The arguments of [20] can easily be adapted to other quantum integrable models solved by SOV provided the corresponding Q-functions still admit some (possibly modeldependent) generalized polynomial form. This is the case here, and we can define some adequate pseudo-vacuum states and represent the eigenstates by a product of diagonal operators in the SOV basis evaluated at the Bethe roots λ j , similarly as what has been done in [47] for the antiperiodic dynamical 6-vertex model. However, a crucial difference with usual ABA (and with respect to what is obtained when considering the simpler XXX model [40] ) is that the operators which we use here to generate the eigenstates are not directly some of the generators of the Yang-Baxter algebra. This is due to the fact that the Q-function has not the same functional form as the usual functions of the model.
Concretely, for each N-tuple β = (β 1 , . . . , β N ) ∈ {0, 1} N , we define an operator D β (λ) by its diagonal action in the SOV basis (4.4) as 20) where
Let us remark that, for each β ∈ {0, 1} N , the operator 
Let us also define the following right | Ω and left Ω | pseudo-vacuum states as the simplest separate states of the form (4.13) and (4.14) associated with the function with constant value 1 on the discrete set Ξ ≡ {ξ j , ξ j − η} 1≤j≤N :
Then one can use our ansatz of [47] to formulate the following proposition which, when N is even, is just a corollary of Theorem 4.3:
Proposition 4.1. Let the condition (2.11) be satisfied and let us denote with Σ BAE the set of different (up to the real quasi-period of θ X ) Bethe roots Λ = {λ 1 , . . . , λ N } defined by the requirements 1. there exists h ∈ {0, 1} such that the following function
is entire and satisfies the quasi-periodicity properties (2.42)-(2.43),
2. there exists a N-tuple β ∈ {0, 1} N such that Q(ξ n + β n π X ) = 0, ∀n ∈ {1, . . . , N}, where Q(λ) is defined in terms of Λ by (4.18). Then for any Λ ∈ Σ BAE the entire function (4.27) belong to the spectrum Σ (8V) (x,y) of the (x, y)-twisted transfer matrix T (8V) (x,y) (λ) (2.14) and the corresponding one-dimensional right and left eigenspaces are the one-dimensional subspaces of V R/L N spanned by all vectors of the type 28) for any N-tuple β ∈ {0, 1} N satisfying 2. In (4.28), the operators D β (λ) are defined as in (4.20) , and the pseudo-vacuum states | Ω and Ω | are the simplest separate states (4.25) and (4.26). If moreover N is even, then we can fix h = 0, and by (4.27) and (4.18) is defined a one-to-one correspondence between the sets Σ BAE and Σ (8V) (x,y) , i.e. the Bethe ansatz equations are complete.
The periodic case with an odd number of sites
The previous study does not directly apply to the periodic case (x, y) = (0, 0) with N odd. In that case, the relations (3.29)-(3.30) still hold but, since S (0) has a non-zero kernel, these relations are a priori not sufficient to completely determine the 8-vertex transfer matrix spectrum and eigenstates in terms of the dynamical 6-vertex ones. We shall see here that it is nevertheless possible to completely characterize the periodic 8-vertex transfer matrix spectrum and eigenstates.
The idea is to define another endomorphismŜ (0) of V N aŝ
It is indeed easy to see that, since both R-matrices (2.1) and (2.48) commute with σ z ⊗ σ z , the periodic 8-vertex transfer matrix and the antiperiodic dynamical 6-vertex transfer matrix respectively commutes and anti-commutes with Γ z :
This implies the following additional relation, which can be deduced from (3.30) for any state
In the following we clarify our interest in the introduction of this second gauge transformation. To this aim, let us start by some preliminary considerations about the spectrum of T (λ) and of T
(0,0) (λ). 
be the unique (up to normalization) T (λ)-eigenvector with eigenvaluet
, then Γ z | Ψt + is the unique (up to normalization) T (λ)-eigenvector with eigenvaluē
In the following, we shall also denote by Σ . It follows from the previous considerations thatD
Proof. It is obvious, from the characterization (A.14)-(A.15) of the T (λ)-spectrum Σ (6VD) that t(λ) ∈ Σ (6VD) if and only if −t(λ) ∈ Σ (6VD) . We moreover recall the formula (5.10) of [47] , which in the present antiperiodic case reads
from which it follows that any T (λ)-eigenvaluet(λ) should satisfy the identity
The partitioning of the spectrum in terms of the two subsets Σ Proof. This follows from the fact that any t(λ) ∈ Σ (8V) (0,0) satisfies the relation 11) which is the analog for the periodic 8-vertex transfer matrix of formula (5.10) of [47] .
Lemma 5.3. For N odd, the kernels ker S (0) and kerŜ (0) of the operators S (0) andŜ (0) are the 2 N−1 dimensional linear subspaces of V N respectively characterized by
Proof. The identity (5.10), together with the relations (3.30) and (5.4), imply that, for any
). It therefore remains to prove that ker S (0) ∩ kerŜ (0) = {0}.
To this aim, let us consider the explicit form of the operators S (0) andŜ (0) when acting on the local spin basis of V N . It is easy to see, from (3.21) and the definition (5.1) ofŜ (0) , that
0,h is given by (3.24) in the case x = y = r = 0, where S(λ|t) is the 2 × 2 matrix (2.50) (with here y = 0), and wherê
Let us define, for each n ∈ {1, . . . , N}, the following linear subspaces of V N : 18) where V ± n is the one-dimensional linear subspace of V n spanned by the vector (| n, 0 ± | n, 1 ), whereas Vn[0] is the linear subspace of Vn ≡ ⊗ j =n V j which cancels the action of the operator S
It is clear from the quasi-tensor form of the action (5.15)-(5.16) that ker
This can for instance easily be shown by induction, considering partial operators such as (3.22) . Note moreover that these sums are in fact direct sums, since any state of the form (| n, 0
, which proves the equality in (5.12) and (5.13).
Hence we arrive at the following result: 
where | Ψ (6VD) t denotes the T (λ)-eigenvector with eigenvalue t(λ), and where
Proof. From (3.30) and (5.4) one obtains that, for each 
where S (±) are invertible endomorphisms on V N defined by
Proof. It follows from the previous study that the periodic 8-vertex transfer matrix is related to the transfer matrix (3.33) by the two following identities:
Taking their sum and difference we therefore get (5.25) . It remains to prove that S (±) are invertible. In order to do so we observe that, for anyt ǫ (λ) ∈ Σ (6VD) ǫ , ǫ ∈ {+, −}, we have by definition This result enables us to use the SOV construction [53, 47] for the antiperiodic dynamical 6-vertex model to explicitly construct the periodic 8-vertex transfer matrix eigenstates and to characterize its spectrum. As in Section 4.1, the eigenstates can be defined in a self-contained way in terms of the basis (4.4) of V N . (0,0) (λ) (2.14) is doubly degenerated and coincides with the set of functions of the form 30) which satisfy the discrete system of equations 34) where ǫ = +, − and the coefficients q (ha) t,a are (up to an overall normalization) characterized by
Once again, one can use the results of [47] to reformulate the characterization of Theorem 5.2 in terms of solutions of functional T -Q equations i.e., in terms of solutions of Bethe-type equations. It is for example possible to use the reformulation in terms of the solutions of the functional T -Q equations with an extra inhomogeneous terms which was shown to provide a complete description of the dynamical 6-vertex spectrum and eigenstates, as described in Appendix B of [47] . This reformulation allows one to rewrite the transfer matrix eigenstates in a form similar to ABA (see Appendix B), and to deal with the homogeneous limit. However, as already mentioned in Section 4.2, it is for the moment not so obvious whether one can efficiently analyze the thermodynamic limit of the corresponding Bethe-type equations. Alternatively we can use, thanks to the gauge transformations, the ansatz proposed in [47] for the solutions of the homogeneous T -Q functional equation. This ansatz consists in looking for the solutions of Baxter's homogeneous T -Q functional equation within particular classes of elliptic polynomials with different quasi-periods compatible with those of the transfer matrix and of the other coefficients of the T -Q equation (see [47] for details), i.e. in postulating some particular form of the Bethe equations and of the SOV eigenstates. In other words, it enables us a priori to write some kind of ABA-type expressions for the transfer matrix spectrum and eigenstates, similarly as what as been done in Proposition 4.1 in the twisted case. However, until now, the completeness of this "algebraic Bethe-type" ansatz has been proven for even N only, and therefore it is still an open question whether it provides a good characterization of the periodic 8-vertex transfer matrix spectrum and eigenstates in the present odd N case. We nevertheless expect that the restriction to the case of even N is purely technical (the proof of the completeness happens to be simpler in that case, see [47] ), and we forecast to come back to this completeness problem for odd N in a further publication.
Conclusion
In this paper we have studied the finite-size 8-vertex (or XYZ) model for different types of integrable quasi-periodic boundary conditions which are not solved by Bethe ansatz: with a twist by σ α , α = x, y, z, or without twist (periodic case) but, in the latter case, for a model with an odd number of sites only. In all these cases, we have shown the relation, by means of the vertex-IRF transformation, with the dynamical 6-vertex model (also called SOS model) with certain types of antiperiodic boundary conditions, a model solvable by Sklyanin's Separation of Variables approach.
We have shown that the vertex-IRF transformation relating these two models is bijective in all the twisted cases, so that we can directly use the known SOV description [47] of the antiperiodic dynamical 6-vertex transfer matrix spectrum and eigenstates to characterized the spectrum and eigenstates of the 8-vertex twisted transfer matrix. We have therefore obtained a complete description of this spectrum, which in that case is simple, and of the corresponding eigenstates, which can be constructed by means of a SOV basis, in terms of solutions of a discrete system of equations involving the inhomogeneity parameters of the model. Still using the known results for the antiperiodic dynamical 6-vertex model [47] , we have reformulated this characterization in terms of solutions of some homogeneous functional T -Q equation of Baxter's type, i.e. in terms of solutions of a system of Bethe-type equations, at least in the case of N even.
In the periodic case with an odd number of sites, the vertex-IRF transformation is not bijective and the spectrum of the 8-vertex transfer matrix is not simple. This case was partially studied in [53] . In the present paper, we have considered two variants of the vertex-IRF transformation with non-intersecting kernels from which we were able to completely describe the 8-vertex transfer matrix spectrum and eigenstates. We have shown that the spectrum is doubly degenerated and coincides with half of the spectrum of the corresponding antiperiodic dynamical 6-vertex transfer matrix. To each of the eigenvalues correspond two linearly independent eigenstates which can be obtained from the antiperiodic dynamical 6-vertex transfer matrix ones by means of one or the other variants of the vertex-IRF transformation. As in the twisted case, these eigenstates can be constructed by means of the dynamical 6-vertex SOV basis, in terms of solutions of a system of discrete equations involving the inhomogeneity parameters of the model. It would be interesting to be able to also prove in that case (odd number of sites) the equivalence of this characterization with a formulation in terms of solutions of Bethe-type equations: an ansatz has been made in [47] , but the completeness of this ansatz has for the moment not been proven in the case of a system with an odd number of sites.
To conclude, let us briefly mention the question of the computation of the finite-size form factors and of the correlation functions of the model, which is a difficult problem due to the combinatorial complexity of the vertex-IRF transformation. A natural strategy to compute the finite-size form factors would be to use the solution of the quantum inverse problem (2.28)-(2.29) (which can easily be adapted to any twisted case following the lines presented in [47] ) so as to express the action of the local operators on the twisted 8-vertex eigenstates in terms of the action of the corresponding elements of the twisted 8-vertex monodromy matrix or of its inverse. The latter can then be related to the action of the elements of the dynamical 6-vertex monodromy matrix using the relations (3.45)-(3.46) . However, these relations involve a dressing of the off-diagonal dynamical 6-vertex matrix elements by a non-trivial action of the vertex-IRF transformation on the whole space of states, which makes it difficult the obtention of generic and compact formulas for the corresponding form factors. We plan to consider this challenging problem in a future work.
A Diagonalization of the antiperiodic dynamical 6-vertex transfer matrix by SOV
The (x, y)-dynamical 6-vertex model with antiperiodic boundary condition has been studied in [47] by means of Sklyanin's quantum separation of variable approach [64, 65] . For completeness, we briefly recall in this appendix some of the results of [47] that we use in the present article concerning the SOV characterization of the corresponding transfer matrix eigenvalues and eigenstates. In the subspaceD
,N , we define the following left and right reference states:
where we have used the notations 0 ≡ (h 1 = 0, . . . , h N = 0) and 1 ≡ (h 1 = 1, . . . , h N = 1), and where n is a conveniently chosen normalization constant. Then, for each
Under the hypothesis (2.11) on the inhomogeneity parameters ξ 1 , . . . , ξ N ∈ C of the model, it has been proven in [47] that the set of vectors (A.2) (respectively (A.3)) defines a SOV basis of
for the operator entries of the antiperiodic dynamical 6-vertex monodromy matrix (see Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3.2 of [47] ). These two basis are orthogonal, and the normalization constant n can be chosen in such a way that, ∀h, k ∈ {0, 1} N ,
in terms of the N × N matrices Θ (h) of elements 5) and where the functions ϑ j are defined as
Moreover, on this basis, the action of the operators B(λ) and C(λ) have been explicitly computed in a quasi-local way:
with the notations B Complete characterization of the spectrum and eigenstates through the solutions of an inhomogeneous T -Q equation
In this appendix, we transpose to the quasi-periodic 8-vertex model the characterization of the antiperiodic dynamical 6-vertex transfer matrix spectrum and eigenstates that has been obtained in [47] through the solutions of an inhomogeneous T -Q equation. This leads to a complete description of the spectrum in terms of Bethe-type equations with an extra inhomogeneous term, and of the eigenstates in terms of the multiple action of the operatorD(λ) (4.24) evaluated at the Bethe roots on some pseudo-vacuum state, a representation which deeply resemblesexcept for the inhomogeneous term of the Bethe equations -what is usually obtained through ABA.
As explained in [47] , the idea is to obtained a continuous version of the discrete SOV characterization of the spectrum and eigenstates in the form of a T -Q equation which admits Q-solutions of the same functional form as the usual functions a(λ), d(λ) and the transfer matrix eigenvalues t(λ) of the model, i.e. such that where β, µ are two arbitrary fixed complex parameters (β ∈ C \ R and µ − ξ j , µ − ξ j − η, µ − t 0 − ξ j , µ − t 0 − ξ j + η / ∈ πZ + πωZ, ∀ j ∈ {1, . . . , N}). With such a choice, the inhomogeneous term in (B.2) which is given by a function F (λ) ≡ F (β) µ,Q (λ) which depends on β, µ and Q(λ) as with α Q ≡ N j=1 λ j being the norm of the theta function Q(λ) of order N. Then, as it follows from the study of [47] and from the correspondence established in the present paper between the antiperiodic SOS transfer matrix eigenstates and the 8-vertex (x, y)-twisted ones, the description of the 8-vertex transfer matrix spectrum and eigenstates that we obtain through the consideration of this equation is complete. One of the advantages of this description is that it provides an ABA-type representation for the eigenstates, as stated below.
Indeed, let us introduce the following right and left pseudo-vacuum states, whereD(λ a ) has been defined in (4.24) and where Λ ≡ {λ 1 , . . . , λ N } is the set of zeros of Q(λ).
Theorem B.1 applies only to twisted 8-vertex transfer matrices, i.e. the case of N odd and periodic chain is not described above. However, this can be done just using Theorem 5.1 or Theorem 5.2 and the result of Appendix B of [47] (which applies also to the x = y = 0 case). To this aim, we define two different pseudo-vacuum states | Ω whereD(λ a ) has been defined in (4.24) and where Λ ≡ {λ 1 , . . . , λ N } is the set of zeros of Q(λ).
